Trend
/trɛnd/

a general direction
in which something
is developing or
changing.

Trend definition document #4

The advent of new
retail models that
are disrupting the
status quo
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Foreword: Introducing the Cox Automotive
trend definition documents

Craig Mailey
Chief Strategy Officer,
International
Cox Automotive

There is no doubt that global events of 2020 and 2021 left a lasting mark
on the automotive sector, causing organisations to pivot business models,
upgrade supply chains, and review routes to market. However, while some
behaviours may have been accelerated, much of these changes form part of
bigger trends that were already being felt across the automotive ecosystem.

linkedin.com/in/craigmailey/
Craig has spent more than 30
years working in the automotive
sector, including two decades with
Cox Automotive brands. In his
international role, Craig continues to
lead the way in developing strategies
to anticipate and respond to
industry trends.

From increased automation and connectivity to the push for
cleaner and greener motoring; digitisation of sales channels,
through to empowered customers calling the shots, there
is rising demand for flexibility and agility. The approaches
which will deliver success for automotive manufacturers,
fleets and retailers tomorrow are not the same as we’ve
seen in the past.

rɛnd/

In an era of significant volatility, uncertainty, complexity
and ambiguity (VUCA – to coin a military and management
acronym!), it isn’t enough to sit back and watch what
happens. As a global organisation, with businesses
operating across the entire vehicle lifecycle, Cox Automotive
has a significant role to play in identifying trends, challenges
and opportunities which the sector will face over the
coming years.
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The automotive sector has a key role to play in the journey
to zero emissions, with governments and legislators
creating both push and pull forces on the industry. This
will fundamentally change how we buy, sell, own and use
vehicles. This short series of trend definition documents,
alongside our annual Insight Report, is one way in which we
are supporting partners and customers to set their strategy
for success.

Definition
/dɛfɪˈnɪʃ(ə)n/
the act of defining a word,
phrase, etc.

While we cannot and will not provide all the answers, this
short series of automotive trend definition documents set
out what we mean when talking about the biggest global
issues of the day, and seek to help our customers navigate
the complex path ahead of us. Over the coming pages, we
explore one of these trends. We hope you’ll then investigate
the wider series (you can find them all here) and let us know
what you think via our events and social channels.
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The advent of new retail models
that are disrupting the status quo
Changing buyer behaviours and technology advances are fuelling a revolution in retailing. The
days of buying new and used cars only from traditional premises-based dealers are behind
us. Direct-to-consumer and online-only retailers, new form OEMs and dynamic pricing models
are disrupting traditional models and presenting a challenge – and an opportunity. The validity
and success of each is dependent on a fit for purpose infrastructure that connects the vehicle
and consumer journey at every stage, digitally and/or physically in an omnichannel world.
At Cox Automotive, we are focused on several key areas within this trend:
•

Defining the gaps and developing the tools to support
customers achieve everything from single digital retail
interactions to a full e-commerce service

•

Understanding the opportunities for vertical integration,
direct to consumer sales, and agency models

•

Anticipating and responding to future buyer behaviour
trends

•

Enabling the omnichannel retail experience through
software and services

•

Developing modular solutions that flex to differing
strategies and integrate seamlessly

Disrupt
/dɪsˈrʌpt/
to challenge established methods in
(a market, technology, etc) with the
intention of changing the way it operates.
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What do we mean by
new retail models?
As part of streamlining the vehicle ecosystem, there is more vertical integration. Some
vehicle manufacturers have started to run their own fleets once again, offering flexible rental
and subscription models as part of a mobility proposition. New form OEMs are entering the
space, with niche vehicle manufacturers competing with mainstream brands and adopting
non-traditional routes to market. Chinese brands are starting to make waves in Europe and
the US. The battle over who owns the customer relationship is raging.
The agency model is taking a large share of headlines. While
the traditional wholesale approach for manufacturers has
been to sell vehicles to dealers who then take care of retail
sales and service, the agency model repositions the dealers
as agents or intermediaries of the manufacturer. There are
various ways of operating this approach and manufacturers
are already up and running, particularly in the electric vehicle
space. More are expected to trial agency in the
coming years across Europe.

There is also more activity taking place in the direct-toconsumer space. The trend towards online retail for both new
and used car sales has been accelerated by the pandemic,
with many consumers experiencing the convenience of
purchasing and financing their next car online and receiving
it delivered direct to the door. While the physical dealership is
still fighting fit, there is a strong incentive to innovate business
models and provide hybrid options for the consumers who
are increasingly digitally savvy.

Retail
/ˈriː.teɪl/
the sale of goods
individually or in small
quantities to consumers.
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How will they disrupt
the status quo?
Manufacturers will no longer need to rely on third parties to maintain relationships
with their customers. However, it is unlikely brands will do away with dealers
altogether; indeed, in some geographies, legislation prevents it. There is potential
for more equality in the relationship, with a shared onus on marketing, securing
test drives, and increasing service bookings. The agency model will prove a big
change, but may allow dealers to lower financial risk as capital is not tied up in
stock; while manufacturers can take greater control of pricing campaigns.
Collaboration opportunities also exist with some of the
new retail challenger digital-only platforms who might find
themselves in need of a physical collection/drop-off location
to support customer service choice. Not all customers will
want a full e-commerce service, with some preferring to
pick and choose the interactions they do in person and
those which are facilitated through digital tools. There is an
opportunity to better link together some of the customer
journey platforms which currently exist.
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Finance and funding is another key area where new retail
models are likely to disrupt the status quo. Traditionally, the
customer would attend a dealership to negotiate their deal
and physically sign their contract. However, accelerated by
the pandemic, digital signatures, online finance calculators,
and end-to-end digital buying journeys - including part
exchange - are increasingly acceptable. We’re also seeing
increased transparency in the finance and pricing space. On
the wholesale side, more options now exist for the trade to
apply for - and use - stock funding online.

The Status Quo
/ˌsteɪ.təs ˈkwəʊ/
the present situation. Certain people always
want to maintain the status quo.
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Areas of focus
This trend - the advent of new retail models that are disrupting the
status quo – is stimulating and influencing a wide variety of
micro-trends and areas of focus.
These include /
Role of the dealer
in the future

New form OEMs

Digital and
omnichannel retail

Subscription models

Consumer finance

Who owns the consumer?
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New retail challengers

Areas of focus
& micro-trends

Dealer consolidation

‘Phygital’ services
(where digital transactions are
reliant on physical services)
Agency model
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What does this
mean in practice?
A key challenge for changing retail models rests on who owns the relationship with the
consumer. While the dealer continues to interact with the driver around aftersales and
servicing, the manufacturer is building their pipeline by taking on the upfront customer
engagement activity.

Continuing a long-standing trend, there is significant
consolidation activity taking place among dealer groups,
which in the UK at least has been going on for the last
10 years. Individual brand-specific sites are reducing and
the agency model is likely to prompt more multi-franchise
centres. Customer experience management continues to
be essential, whether the customer is interacting with the
manufacturer or the dealer, and irrespective of whether they
are transacting physically or online. It is likely that the dealer
will continue to be the front line.
To support customer interaction, the right partnerships
need to be in place. Cox Automotive product brands
Codeweavers, Modix and eVA Valuations & Appraisals
deliver modular software solutions to support retailers‘
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omnichannel ambitions. In the UK, Manheim supports retail
customers with physical remarketing and defleet services
that enable their on- and offline retail ambitions.
As retail models continue to evolve, manufacturers and
retailers will need to invest in the tools that allow them to
support the customer journey, from single digital interactions
to a full e-commerce service. Accessing and interpreting
data and intelligence will be even more important to
anticipate and respond to future buyer behaviour trends, as
well as innovating new retail and business models.

Practice
/ˈpraktɪs/
the actual application or
use of an idea, belief, or
method, as opposed to
theories relating to it.
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Resources and
further reading
Now you’ve read our view, you may want to explore some further resources.
We’ve found the following papers and articles valuable and insightful:
To read more about the agency model in automotive, visit:

• Grant Thornton: Future of automotive retail requires serious planning

• R
 oland Berger: How agency sales models can benefit manufacturers
and dealers

• AM Online: Agency model for car retail now ‘an obligation’ for OEMs

• A
 utomotive News Europe: How the auto industry is revolutionizing its
sales model

• C
 ox Automotive: In a world where fewer people own cars, where do
dealerships fit in?

• Cap Gemini: Agency sales model; the rising star of automotive sales
• M
 cKinsey & Co: A future beyond brick and mortar – disruptive change
ahead in automotive retail

Reading
/ˈriː.dɪŋ/
the action or skill of
reading.
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More insight from
Cox Automotive Europe
Cox Automotive has the broadest, deepest, most complete view of the entire automotive ecosystem.
Using our data and expertise, we regularly publish meaningful and helpful insight outputs to help
customers and other stakeholders stay abreast of the latest industry trends and topics.

For the latest from Cox
Automotive Europe, follow
us on social media.

/company/coxautomotiveeurope

/ Our annual Insight Report

/ The Fuel/hub

Our annual Insight Report - published in partnership with
Grant Thornton – brings together expert opinion from
across the automotive industry, alongside our own data
and analysis to provide a robust picture of the factors set
to have the biggest impact over the coming year.

The Fuel/hub on the Cox Automotive Europe website
aggregates fresh insight, knowledge and thought
leadership content from our product brands, in addition
to original Cox Automotive analysis and opinion.
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Visit Fuel/hub here

View the Insight Report here

@CoxAutoEurope

/ AutoFocus

@CoxAutomotiveEurope

AutoFocus is a quarterly digital magazine that aims to
share a fresh perspective on the latest new and used
car market activity alongside timely and digestible
analysis of the hot topics influencing our customers’
decision making.

Cox Automotive Europe

Read the latest issue here
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If you’d like to understand more about Cox Automotive,
our insights or solutions, please contact us and we’ll be
in touch to arrange a conversation.

Insight
/ˈɪnsʌɪt/
a chance to understand
something or learn more
about it.
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